
 

 

SINGLE ORIGIN FRESH ROASTED COFFEE 
 

BLACK BEAR SUMATRAN  
Known for its very heavy, almost syrupy body and its low acidity, this combination makes for a smooth, velvety, yet 
pronounced cup of coffee. Powerful aroma. Direct and sturdy with nutty flavor.  

 
LONE WOLF PERU 
Nutty hints, well rounded coffee 
An excellent choice for coffee drinkers that want a medium roast. A high grade of bean that is grown at a very high altitude 
is produced in the flavor. A hard European grade of bean makes this cup with a very aromatic and sweet smell a medium 
roast brings out the flavor of the origin. This coffee is very smooth, mild straightforward flavor  
 
LONE WOLF PEABERRY 
Tanzanian Peaberry is shade-grown on the slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro. It has many of the same nutty flavor notes as a 
Kenya, with a lighter acidity. These special coffee beans are slightly smaller than the norm, but pack a more concentrated 
flavor.  
 
ETHIOPIA LIMO 
Hints of nut and chocolate: Very smooth roasted medium you will enjoy the smell and taste of this coffee. 
 
HARRAR  
Very fruity, roasted to a medium so you will enjoy one of the more fruity tastes then normal.  
 

 

LONE CONE BLENDS 
 

BLACK BEAR BLEND  
A dark roasted coffee that has a heavy body, nutty flavors mixed with sweet flavor low-acid with a good finish. We believe 
it is a better choice than the single origin dark because you will get the best from each origin that is blended into it.  
This blend is for the ultimate dark coffee that has a heavy body. We believe it is a better choice than a single origin dark 
because you get the best from each origin that it is blended into it.  
 
LONE WOLF BLEND  
A medium roasted coffee with a very pronounced sweet aroma with a nutty, and a complex sweet taste. You will taste the 
regional tastes. Also has a very sweet finish.  
 
VIENNA ROAST  
An Earthy, heavy body coffee with special attention to getting the darkness of the roast perfect. Slightly lighter then 
French Roast or Italian Roast attention to the dark roast but light enough to still taste the Origin Character. Light French 
stage is where you begin to find Origin Character eclipsed by Roast Character. A dark or heavy roast is at odds with 
buying coffee for its distinct origin qualities. Dark roast coffees tend to taste more like each other - as the differences due 
to distinct origins are obscured by the carbony roast flavors. This roast gets the best of both worlds you will taste origin, 
yet no carbony taste.  
 
 

ESPRESSO BLENDS 
 
ESPRESSO LONE WOLF BLEND  
Our most recommended espresso because this espresso brings all the tastes together. A complex taste with nutty, semi 
sweet chocolate with very distinctive sweet finish. If you store in our containers it will extend the shelf life of the coffee 
even if we grind it for you.  



 
ESPRESSO BLACK BEAR BLEND  
Our dark version of espresso. A blend of high grade coffee beans combined with a very slow roasting process allows the 
espresso bean to be dark and yet a minimum amount of surface oils on the coffee bean.  
 
 

DECAFFEINATED COFFEE 
 
We only sell Swiss Water processed decaf coffees. Normally beans go through a decaffination process using Methylene 

Chloride.  
 

Swiss Water® Process: The Swiss Water® Process is a patented decaffeination process, which uses only pure “flavor charged water” 

and a charcoal filtering system to remove caffeine from green coffee beans. Swiss Water® Process is certified organic, and 100% 

chemical free. They are the only decaffeination facility in the world certified organic by both OCIA and Aurora Certified Organic. In 

addition, they are also certified Kosher by the Kosher Overseers Association. 
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